Dental
Want to save your practice time and money?
Make multiple call-outs a thing of the past thanks
to our highly trained engineers. Experts across all
disciplines, we can fix your dental chair, service your
autoclave and even test your X-ray equipment, all in
one trip.

Decontamination

Your expert
practice partner
for servicing
and repairs
Why choose DD?
Our Team
With over 60 highly trained engineers, regional workshops and
cutting-edge fleet management – our team delivers multi-skilled
service in lightning-fast time right across the UK.

Our Service
From dedicated engineering helpdesks and flexible service plans
to fully equipped vans and complete asset management – DD set
the gold standard for customer service. So when your practice
needs us, we’ll be there.

Our ONE Guarantee
The best practices need an expert supply partner, and we’re here
to deliver with our ONE guarantee. One point of contact, one lead
engineer, one payment method and one telephone number –
all under one roof. It’s the DD way.
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From washer disinfectors to ultrasonic and
handpiece cleaners, DD have set the standard in
decontamination service for over 20 years. So, it’s no
surprise that practices UK-wide trust our expertise to
help them comply with regulations and best practice.

Digital

With dental technology evolving by the minute, it’s
crucial to be on the cutting edge. That’s why DD work
with leading manufacturers to stay one step ahead,
passing this knowledge onto you, all while training and
developing our engineers.

Compliance

Confused by compliance? Keeping to the letter of
the law is a complicated process, with requirements
shifting from region to region. DD’s support team
are on hand to make sure you never fall foul of
regulations, no matter where you are.

Testing

Equipment breakdown can mean sky-rocketing repair
costs, so why run the risk? DD’s expert engineers can
test, maintain and service your equipment quickly
and easily, meaning it lasts longer and minimises
practice disruption.

Pricing

When it comes to pricing, we have three key
principles: simple, fair and easy. Our highly trained
engineers mean we can tackle almost any job, so take
your pick from our fixed price plans or tailor the level
of service to suit your practice.

Visit ddgroup.com to place an order or for
more information on our range of services.
Call us on 0800 585 586
Monday to Friday: 08:00 to 18:00
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